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ORROFAST is a leading battery manufacturing company having massive manufacturing facilities in Hansi,
Haryana. Corporate office located in New Delhi, Capital of India. The batteries offered by ORROFAST are
easy to handle, offer low maintenance, have long service life and high discharge rate, are flexible with long
shelf life, have wide operating temperature and ;

Company after serving major brands in India as Original Equipment manufacturer () we have stepped into
international market with our brands ORROFAST, PURE & DAYCO.

ORROFAST now in a verge in establishing itself successfully as a leading Brand in Exports and is presently
exporting batteries to Middle East and African countries.

 

In our Family other two Brands which are being exported:-

1. DAYCO Battery

2. PURE Battery

 

OUR VISION



ORROFAST is dedicated towards paying attention to detail when strategizing its business, to ensure an
advantage over the existing brands in the specific market. ORROFAST with its team of experts determines
the brand positioning, identifies direct competitors, understands how each competitor is positioning their
brands, identifies its unique offerings, develops a value-based positioning idea, and thus crafts a brand
positioning statement to reach out to ;

 

OUR MISSION

ORROFAST focuses on providing highest quality products using the latest technology. Its cost control
strives allows it to provide customers with high quality products at desired prices. Moreover, ORROFAST
battery focuses on the existing customers on priority, to ensure long-standing business relationships with
them. Our mission is to ensure that our quality of products and service are unique, helping us stand out
from our competition.

 

 

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/orrofast-exporter-inverter-battery-solar-
battery-central-delhi-356419
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